Abstract. This article presents the great part of the Kazakh, Russian and English languages for the efficiency of life. Successful carrier isn’t possible without knowledge of three languages in Kazakhstan. In the article, the basic reasons for studying each language by the author are described. Without knowledge of foreign languages it is difficult to build contacts with the representatives of other countries in the modern global world. Knowledge of three languages enhances the contact and understanding of persons and opens bright perspectives for young people.
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Each language is the whole world. People have been living in the society since prehistoric times. It caused the necessity for a person to tell his thoughts, desires, and feelings to another. So from communication requirement there was language. I think that persons should learn as much foreign languages as possible because it contributes to our self-development. Moreover speaking several foreign languages improves the efficiency of our life. With foreign languages we will discover many interesting things in our life [1]. There is the proverb of Johann Goethe:”He who does not know foreign languages does not know anything about his own.” I know the Kazakh language as it is my native language, and I’m studying Russian and English with great interest.

I often ask myself the question «Why I need knowledge of three languages? »: «Why must I know Russian and English in addition to my native language? » I can get education and a job in my hometown, not leaving Kazakhstan. I’m sure that most of my compatriots are of the same opinion. And I think it isn't a true idea because we limit our freedom, opportunities and future. We can't even imagine what great opportunities language education gives us.

Now I’d like to define the reasons, why knowledge of three languages is so important for me. Firstly, why I have to know Russian?

The Russian language is the language of interethnic communication because Kazakhstan is a multinational country. The Russian language makes easy for me communication with people of other nationalities inhabiting our country and contributes to mutual understanding. The Great
Kazakh writer Abay Kunanbayev told: "Knowledge of the language and culture of other people makes the person equal with these people, and he feels himself free …"

The Russian language also plays an important role in economic and political activity. We cooperate with Russia almost in all spheres. Russia is our main ally and partner. The relations between Kazakhstan and Russia are characterized by high political culture. The leading Kazakh diplomats are graduates of Moscow State University of International Relations in Russia.

Exactly for these reasons I set the aim to study Russian thoroughly and to speak this language fluently. Now, at the Academy, I am studying in the group with the Russian language education though I left school where education was conducted in my native language.

In Kazakhstan, Russian is fluently spoken by most of people of my nationality. And I believe that English will be spoken as well as Russian in my country. But what advantages of speaking English are there nowadays in Kazakhstan? As for me English is the language of an exceptional importance. There are many reasons and the purposes for learning English. I would like to say that English plays a great role in our life. The main ground is the general self-development. Having mastered a foreign language, I can increase the level of my own erudition, spirituality and intellectual development that will allow me to be guided better and to feel more self-assured in the modern world. I like to read books. And I read them all the time. I'd like to read books and magazines in original English. It will make my imagination brighter and my outlook wider. I'd like also to read English scientific journals for development of my professional skills because it will help me further to perform my job competently and to become a highly-qualified engineer.

The second reason is my employment. For the person who knows English there are no borders in the world. He will be always in demand in the labor market. English is used in many countries of the world, that’s why I can find a job not only in the native land, but also abroad. I consider English as the necessary language for receipt of a prestigious job and promotion on an office ladder in the future. Any big company in Kazakhstan which offers a well-paid job fees specialists speaking three languages fluently.

I think that English can contribute to increase of my income in the future. The people knowing English earn much more than those who knows only the Russian and Kazakh languages.

And I’m sure that English will help me with the career development. It is also important for me. If I know English, I will have no problems with the communication with foreign business partners. I can attract foreign clients to development of my company.

English serves as the international language and plays an important role in many countries. The social status of this language is very high in modern conditions [2]. Nowadays it is studied as the main language at most schools of the world.

English is the language of the century of information. Therefore I’d like to describe this item in detail. English is used on transport and mass media. Communication on the Internet is made generally in English. More than 80% of all information all over the world is stored in more than 150 million computers in English. 55 % of all international telephone conversations are made in English. Some 30 years ago, German was the language of science, and now 85% of all scientific works are published in English. The global role of English is very high because it is the language of medicine, electronics, high technologies and space technologies.

Travelling is my hobby. English will help me to get to know different countries and their cultures and traditions. The language barrier won't interfere in communication with foreigners. I will be able to communicate and get freely new friends abroad.

Everybody knows that learning foreign languages contributes to getting a good education, building a successful career and traveling all over the world. But very few people think of advantage of languages for development of our memory, mentality and intelligence. Learning foreign languages develops our brain. There are 4 surprising facts which underline the importance of languages [3]:
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1. Infallible memory. The research shows that the people speaking two and more languages have a good memory. It is especially observed in regard to children. If the child has been brought up to bilingual since the childhood, then the thinking of this child is much better in many respects than the memory of the child who since the birth has heard only the native language. Knowledge of foreign languages helps children to do mental arithmetic better, to learn to read and remember objects in any sequence quicker and also to keep the large volume of information in the head.

2. Growth of a brain. During the effective learning of foreign languages our brain is increasing in volume. Some sites of big hemispheres are growing, and gray substance is being increased. Professional translators, really, can boast the great volumes, especially, if within 3-4 months they devote themselves to advanced studying of languages.

3. Rescue from Alzheimer's disease. Neuropsychologists are of the view that bilinguals or polyglots are less subject to Alzheimer's syndrome. In general, the learning of foreign languages is the best medicine for this illness.

4. Abilities to multitasking. Experts on languages can do several things at the same time, hold a set of tasks in the head, and easily switch over to another. Besides, the people speaking several languages can adapt to spontaneous circumstances quicker and solve logical problems of any complexity.

I’m strongly confident that learning languages makes my brain work harder and develops my mental skills. I think it will help me a lot in future.

Our president N. Nazarbayev clearly sees all these opportunities. Introducing three languages in the program of training, he intends to develop our country and to raise it on a high level. Languages provide our future, and the future of our country. But at the same time, we never have to forget our native language. Otherwise, we will forget who we are. The Great Russian writer L. N. Tolstoy told: "Whatever one may say, and the native language will always remain to the family". Kazakh is our past, present and future.

It is not very difficult to study languages. I think it is necessary to have a desire and purposes. With a perfect state language we will keep our independence, identity and peculiarity among the leading nations of the world and the knowledge of two other world languages will provide us an access to world science and economy. Trinity of languages will make us strong and competitive. Our president N. Nazarbayev repeatedly underlines, “Kazakhstan shall be perceived around the world as the highly educated country when the population uses three languages: Kazakh as a state language, Russian as the language of international communication and English as the language of successful integration into global economy” [4].

Conclusion: Knowledge of three languages is not only very important, but it is very necessary too. The well-educated personality capable to be guided freely in the international space, knowing the Kazakh, English and Russian languages at rather good level is considered as comprehensively harmoniously developed personality. Knowledge of several languages will help us to strengthen the social status and to take a worthy position in modern multilingual society, in other words, to be communicative adapted in any environment. It is absolutely necessary for every educated man, for every good specialist to know foreign languages today.
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